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WINNER of the 2013 Prism Award for Futuristic Romance!

"A beautifully realized story that proves that politically driven space opera and tender love stories do
not have to be mutually exclusive." Kirkus Reviews

"For anyone who enjoys tightly written, wonderfully imaginative Science Fiction wrapped with
romance, this one is a must!" InDTale Magazine                                   

A story that will appeal to fans of Marion Zimmer Bradley and Zenna Henderson, The Marann recounts one
woman's experience on a world where everyone can read her emotions.

Marianne Woolsey is a high school Spanish teacher in rural Iowa, when Earth Central Command decides her
linguistic talents would be better exercised if she spent 26 years teaching the daughter of an alien ruler on a
planet 24 light years from Earth. Deeply wounded by a childhood trauma, she avoids men, but now she's
thrown into close contact with a man who is as dangerous as he is gentle.

Driven by duty, and deadly to anyone who dares cross him, the Sural has ruled his province and led his
planet far longer than he can admit to his daughter's human tutor. He hides much more from the space-faring
races of the Trade Alliance than he is willing to reveal. What he doesn't want Central Command to know, he
has to conceal from Marianne, but that becomes increasingly difficult as years pass and her exotic beauty
breaks down the walls he long ago built around his heart.

The Marann is a sweet romance with a non-graphic description of an assault memory. Might not be suitable
for young teens.
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From reader reviews:

Charline Fendley:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point, people
have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yeah, by reading a guide your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than other is high. To
suit your needs who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific The Marann: Tales of Tolari
Space (Volume 1) book as starter and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is more than just a
book.

Charles Lee:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or playing video
games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read a book. It is really
fun for you. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent all day every day to reading a book. The
book The Marann: Tales of Tolari Space (Volume 1) it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of
folks that recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough
space to develop this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from
a smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book has high quality.

Anna Sanders:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book particularly book entitled The
Marann: Tales of Tolari Space (Volume 1) your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering
in each aspect that maybe unidentified for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging every single
word written in a reserve then become one contact form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never
get just before. The The Marann: Tales of Tolari Space (Volume 1) giving you yet another experience more
than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful facts for your better life on this era. So now let us
present to you the relaxing pattern the following is your body and mind will probably be pleased when you
are finished reading it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Katie Harper:

As we know that book is important thing to add our understanding for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything you want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This e-book The Marann: Tales of Tolari Space (Volume 1) was filled
concerning science. Spend your spare time to add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines
competence. Some people has different feel when they reading some sort of book. If you know how big
benefit of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a book. In the modern era like now, many ways to get
book you wanted.
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